### Group Facilities

#### Japan

**Group Headquarters**
BROTHER INDUSTRIES, LTD.

**Main group companies in Japan**
- NISSEI CORPORATION
- BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
- MIE BROTHER PRECISION INDUSTRIES, LTD.
- BROTHER SALES, LTD.
- ROTHER INDUSTRIAL PRINTING (JAPAN), LTD
- XING INC.
- STANDARD CORP.
- XING MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT CO.
- BMB INTERNATIONAL CORP.
- TEICHiku ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
- TEICHiku MUSIC, INC.
- GRANDPRIX LEISURE SYSTEM CO., LTD

**Other group companies in Japan**
- BROTHER LOGITEC LTD.
- BROTHER REAL ESTATE, LTD.
- BROTHER LIVING SERVICE CO., LTD.
- BROTHER ENTERPRISE, LTD.
- BETOP STAFF, LTD.

#### The Americas

**Manufacturing Facilities**
BROTHER INDUSTRIES (U.S.A.) INC.

**Sales Facilities**
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION (U.S.A.)
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION (CANADA) LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL DE MEXICO, S.A. DE C.V.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION DO BRASIL, LTDA.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL DE CHILE, LTDA.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION DE ARGENTINA S.R.L.
BROTHER MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL DEL PERU S.A.C.

**Domino Business Facilities**
DOMINO AAMJT INC.
CITRONIX INC.

#### Europe

**Manufacturing Facilities**
- BROTHER INDUSTRIES (U.K.) LTD.
- BROTHER INDUSTRIES (SLOVAKIA) s.r.o.

**Sales Facilities and Others**
- BROTHER INTERNATIONAL EUROPE LTD.
- BROTHER INTERNATIONAL GmbH
- BROTHER INTERNATIONAL GmbH (Austrian Branch)
- BROTHER FRANCE SAS
- BROTHER U.K. LTD.
- BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (NEDERLAND) B.V.
- BROTHER NORDIC A/S
- BROTHER NORWAY, branch of BROTHER NORDIC A/S
- BROTHER SWEDEN, branch of BROTHER NORDIC A/S, Denmark
- BROTHER FINLAND, BROTHER NORDIC A/S Denmark, branch in Finland
- BROTHER CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE GmbH
- BROTHER CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE GmbH (Czech Branch)
- BROTHER CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE GmbH (Poland Branch)
- BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (BELGIUM) NV/SA
- BROTHER INTERNATIONALE INDUSTRIEMASCHINEN GmbH
- BROTHER INTERNATIONALE INDUSTRIEMASCHINEN GmbH (Italian Branch)
- BROTHER (SCHWEIZ) AG
- BROTHER IRELAND DAC
- BROTHER ITALIA S.p.A.
- BROTHER IBERIA, S.L.U.
- BROTHER IBERIA, S.L.U. (Lisbon Branch)
- BROTHER LLC
- BROTHER SEWING MACHINES EUROPE GmbH
- BROTHER SEWING MACHINES EUROPE GmbH (U.K. Branch)
- BROTHER FINANCE (U.K.) PLC

**Domino Business Facilities**
DOMINO PRINTING SCIENCES PLC
DOMINO UK LTD.
POST JET SYSTEMS LTD.
DOMINO DEUTSCHLAND GmbH
DOMINO LASER GmbH
DOMINO SAS
DOMINO AMJET BV
DOMINO GRAPH TECH AG
DOMINO PRINT AND APPLY AB

#### Asia / Oceania

**R&D Facilities**
BROTHER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT (HANGZHOU) LTD.

**Manufacturing Facilities**
TAIWAN BROTHER INDUSTRIES, LTD.
ZHUKAI BROTHER INDUSTRIES, CO., LTD.
BROTHER MACHINERY XIAN CO., LTD.
BROTHER INDUSTRIES (VIETNAM) LTD.
BROTHER TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) LTD.
BROTHER INDUSTRIES SAIGON, LTD.
BROTHER INDUSTRIES (PHILIPPINES), INC.
BROTHER MACHINERY VIETNAM CO., LTD.
NISSEI GEAR MOTOR MFG. (CHANGZHOU) CO., LTD.

**Sales Facilities**
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (HK) LTD.
BROTHER COMMERCIAL (THAILAND) LTD.
BROTHER MACHINERY (ASIA) LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL PHILIPPINES CORPORATION
BROTHER CHINA LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (INDIA) PRIVATE LTD.
PT. BROTHER INTERNATIONAL SALES INDONESIA
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL TAWIN LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (THAILAND) CO., LTD.
BROTHER INDUSTRIES (VIETNAM) LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL KOREA CO., LTD.
BROTHER MACHINERY SHANGHAI LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (AUST.) PTY. LTD.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (NEW ZEALAND) LTD.
BMB (SHANGHAI) INTERNATIONAL CORP.
NISSEI TRADING (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD.

**Domino Business Facilities**
DOMINO CHINA LTD.
DOMINO PRINTING TECHNOLOGY LTD.
DOMINO KOREA PTE. LTD.
DOMINO PRINTECH INDIA LLP
DOMINO ASIA PTE. LTD.

#### Middle East / Africa

**Sales Facilities and Others**
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (GULF) FZE
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL (GULF) FZE (Turkey Branch)
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL S.A. (PTY) LTD.